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NEWS.
On Sunday April 5, members of SolexOz participated in the Annual French Car Festival
at McLeahey Park Balwyn. We had a fantastic day and all members of the French Car
Clubs went out of there way to make us feel very welcome.
We were pleasantly surprised by the interest created by our display. The organizing
committee created a prize for the most interesting Solex and I was lucky enough to win
a bottle of very nice French Wine and a plaque depicting a Solex. I believe our club came
of age and we were all extremely grateful by the acceptance of our group by our fellow
French Auto Enthusiasts.
A big thank you member Ted who encouraged us to be part of this memorable event and
to Tom from the Citroen Car Club of Victoria for his support of our group, we really do
appreciate it.
We also had an organized run to and from the event starting at Café Kanteen at Como
and although it was a little damp on the way home it was a great run.
One of the highlights of the day was the participation of Markus who enthusiastically
joined in after arriving from Germany 3 weeks earlier and arriving from the Sunshine
Coast only the evening before on his very fast 3800. Markus really enjoyed the day
meeting many new friends and has spent the past week in Melbourne staying with

various members of SolexOz and generally having a ball. Sadly Markus flew out of
Melbourne on Easter Sunday to return to Germany, but has made many new friends
with his infectious sense of humour and generous nature, we will all miss you Markus
and hope to see you again soon.
Participants were; Markus on the very fast 3800, also on 3800’s were Andrew, Frank
and Ted, Ern on the Pli, Frances on the 5000 Don D. on the 45cc, Don S. on the 3300,
Marty on the Dutch OTO and Geoff on the 1700. It was great to see Frances and Andrew
back in the saddle after 5 months overseas. See photos of this event in Frances’s photo
Montage.

PARTS.
Ted, Ern and Geoff have built up a reasonable supply of parts and spares, these mostly
consist of items that are regularly needed such as tyres, fuel pump diaphragms, filters,
ignition parts and the like. In addition, Ern has produced new parts such an adjustable
jets and Solexine can holders. Also we have a number of hard to get parts such as fuel
tanks, wheels, seats etc.
So if you are stuck for a part anytime please contact us, as we are always happy to help
out if we can to keep our bikes on the road.
Ted has also suggested a swap day in the near future, we could combine this with a
technical and help day.

COMING EVENTS.
Our next run will take place on Sunday May 3. This will be the long awaited “Ted’s
Maribyrnong River Jaunt”. Starting in the Docklands and following the river trail for a
coffee along the rejuvenated river area. This is a beautiful area for ride with some very
scenic tracks and history.

PROVENANCE
Our Solexes are not only very useable and lots of fun but they are also becoming quite
collectable. With the oldest over now 60 years old and the average age of most Solexes
now 40 to 50 years old, they are really prized antiques. For those of us that watch the
“Antiques Roadshow” on the box will know that a known and documented history of an
antique or collectable can often add to its value and interest.
Whenever I find another Solex, I like to find out as much as possible from the seller
about its former life and even phone previous owners to obtain more information.
I find some of this history is quite fascinating and adds greatly to my appreciation of the
bike.
One 3800 I acquired had previously been owned by the Packer family for over 30 years
and used on their country property in NSW. Another was a 45cc model purchased new
in Paris in 1949 and shipped to Sydney by the owner. This bike was never started until I
bought it due to the fuel pump lines being incorrectly assembled upon arrival in
Australia. Most of our 1700 model Solexes had been bought into Australia by the
Salvation Army to be used by officers for riding from town to town to collect money.
They were entirely unsuitable for this task and most of them were retired to sheds until
found in recent years.
Ted and Helen’s 3300 hung on the wall of farm shed in the remote Victorian town of
Quambatook for over 38 years.
Every Solex has a story to tell and it is well worth trying to document it if possible.

WORK IN PROGRESS.
Ted’s 1700 is very close to completion and is looking great, his rare 1400 is also starting
to go together now that the motor has arrived from France. Marty should have his 1700
complete and buzzing around the streets of Geelong in the very near future. Graham
should be on the next on his recently acquired 3300. I was lucky enough to purchase
the 3800 that Markus bought out from Germany before he went home; this is a real
goer with its 3-port motor and is a credit to Markus’s engineering skills. It does a
genuine 40 Kmh and adding to my grey hair every time I ride it.
Well that all for another month, We would really appreciate some contributions for our
future newsletters, maybe some technical questions or tips or maybe a story about your
Solex or the best ride you have been on, just send them to me as a word document, to
solexoz@gmail.com
Keep on buzzing, Geoff.

Markus and Frank ready for the April
run to the French car festival at Balwyn.

The pit crew preparing Markus’s mean
machine for the run.

Wonderful photos of the French Car Festival at Balwyn, by Frances.

